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Lebanon faces struggle
after assassination success
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP I) .,Lebanese President-elect Beshir
Gemayel was assassinated Tuesday
in a bomb explosion that demolished
his Phalange Party headquarters and
plunged Lebanon into a deep crisis.
At least eight people, including
other senior Phalange officials, were
killed in the explosion, which carried a force equivalent to nearly a
quarter ton of TNT. No one has
claimed responsibility for the blast.
Government sources said the 34year-old Christian leader, scheduled
to be sworn in as president Sept. 23,
died about five hours after the blast
outside the east Beirut building
where he was meeting senior officials of his party.
Gemayel's death plunged Lebanon into a deep crisis just as many
believed the new government was

about to take control of the country
after nearly eight years of anarchy.
"This plunges half the country
into despair and the other half into
terror," one university professor in
west Beirut said.
The government sources said
Gemayel's body was taken to the
Hotel Dieu hospital in the Ashrafiyeh section of east Beirut, the same
neighborhood where he died.
It was the first time in the history
of Lebanon, which gained independence from French mandate in
1943, that a president or a presidentelect had been assassinated.
A former commander of the
Christian Phalangist militia,
Gemayel has been the target of two
previous assassination attempts. In
one attempt in 1980, His infant
daughter and a bodyguard were kil-

Jed by a car bomb intended for
Gemayel.
Gemayel's aides originally said
he narrowly survived the blast and
was discovered when only his left
hand beckoned to rescuers from a
pile of rubble. Phalange s.ources
quoted him as giving "thanks" to
God for his survival.
But the government sources said
several witnesses saw Gemayel's
body pulled out of the rubble of the
offices just after 10 a.m. (4 p.m.
EDT), more than 6 hours after the
bomb.
In the only bright note in the region Tuesday, King Hussein of Jordan praised President Reagan's
"courageous" proposals for peace
in the Middle East, which call for
full Palestinian autonomy in the
occupied West Bank and Gaza under
Jordanian supervision.

PEC deficit of $31,000
leaves less for others
Stephanie Dominguez

·

Jeff Alexander

MIDNIGHT et the MIDWAY ~~The Biggest Show in New Mexico~' officielly opened Tuesdey with populer tides end emusements on ·the midwey, one of the favorite sttrections. The
New Mexico Stste Feir runs September 14-26.

Blood drive held today
A blood drive will be held today
at the Air Force ROTC building,
The Arnold Air Society, an honors organization within the Air
Force ROTC, is sponsoring the
drive. Personnel from the United
Blood Services will be administering the blood drive.
Blood donors must be 17-years-

old or older and must weigh at least
110 pounds. People wishing to
donate blood should sign up at the
AFROTC building or contact
Cadet James Reed at 277-3689.
The entire process takes about
30 minutes. Refreshments will be
served to each person who donates
blood.

ASUNM has $19,000 less to give
to student organizations because of a
$31 ,000 debt incurred by the Popular Entertainment Committee, along
with another $40,000 owed to the
administration, and small debts incurred by various other organizations.
According to figures acquired
from theASUNM fiscal agent, Mike
Roeder, although debts incurred last
semester were high, the conservative spending of the 1981-82
ASUNM added to the amount of unspent money from that school year.
When this unspent money is reverted back to the ASUNM fund, the
total deficit becomes $19,383.
Part of the deficit was the result of
a bookkeeping mistake made by the
UNM administration, which mistakenly handed over $40,000 in studentfees obtained in the 1981 Summer semester to ASUNM.

Although Fall and Spring semester student fees arc given to
ASUNM, the Summer fees are
turned over to the administration to
help keep up and run the school's
facilities on a seasonly low bl.ldget,
said Michael Gallegos, ASUNM
president.
Although the mistake was made
by the administration, and last
year's ASUNM already spent it, this
fear's ASUNM must pay it back, he
said.
Concerning the $31,291 deficit
brought on by PEC, Gallegos said
the usual yearly deficit from PEC is
about $20,000, so about $11,000
was the only amount not planned
for.
According to Roeder, last year's
PEC began with a budget of$13,026
and brought in a total of $225,786.
But at the end of the year, their expenses totaled $270,105, leaving
them with a $31,291 deficit:
"Last year's PEC did the best job
ever. At one point after the Com-

adors and Willie Nelson, they were
$10,000 on the positive side," Gallegos said. "But those few shows
that were not successful really
hurt."
Gallegos cited three major instances of poor planning which caused
the PEC deficit: I)" Booking Eddie
Rabbit across from the State Fair
which lost exactly $5,639.
2)"Booking four Artes Chicano
shows instead of booking one or two
and really promoting them. They
booked four for $2,000 each and lost
$6,419. and 3)"Booking Michael
Murphy. I feet he is not that popular,
and he is always available to the
community at Golden Inn. We lost
$9,102 there.
Clarence Montoya, present PEC
chairman, said this year's PEC wilt
try to bring in as much if not more
entertainment than last year's.
"But we don't want to do it at the
expense of students," he said.
"We're trying to do as many free
continued on PII!JB 6

Novelist speaks on campus
Karen Peterson
Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes,
one of the most active agents for
internationalizing Latin American
letters, lectured under the auspices
of the Modem Language Department and the Latin American Institute Tuesday night. Fuentes is currently finishing a novel, Cristobal no
nato.f, and working on a musical
comedy about General Santa Ana.
The contemporary importance of
Latin American literature is its tnulti-culturality, Fuentes said. "Everything matters, and anything goes."
He announced his intention "to
speak passionately about the consolation of the word" afforded to
modern man trapped by the "rhetoric of happiness imposed on hitn with
more and more intolerance.''
Ranging over the centuries and
continents of western literature,
Fuentes said that ''withtmt a sense of
tragedy modernity loses continuity
with all that is valuable in life.''

Unawareness oftragedy is always writing designs with sticks," he exa sign that tragedy is waiting to take . plained.
its revenge. "Ours, perhaps," he
continued, "is that we now know a
The evasive figures in contempornew thing, not that we can all die ary Latin American literature beinstantly, but that Nature can die come clearer through the archetypes
with us. We are left with the spectre of Spanish literature. Fuentes went
of death without tragedy: of an on to show how the figure of Don
eternity without a world left behind Juan among others has beeii a partius. But freedom for evil and un- cularly powerful one, changing
happiness will stake its claim in the from the biological archetype, withcenturies that follow the Enlighten- out personality, to "the Machiavelli
ment.''
of sex." All too unsatisfactorily, he
is "saved" by the pure Jove of a
In a world where the voice of liter- woman. The unsatisfactory fate of
ature was never more unattended, he Zorilla's bon Juan wiJI stimulate yet
said, the current value of Spanish • other versions of the myth.
American literature is the experiment to create new psychological
The figures of modem fiction dare
modes, through archetype and the to assume thicr true nature as they
circulation of genres.
jump through time and space into
other characters, he said. Across the
"Fiaubert is our savior and our centuries La Celestina, the Circe of
executioner,'' hesaid. "Hedoesitot the nascent modern city, speaks.
devour society, he fondles it. We are "That's the way the world goes, let
overjoyed by his art." So perfect is it go." And Beckett's Minnie
Flaubert, that "we arc left stranded answers, "Don't worry about me, l
on the deserted beach of modernity don't exist.

Joe Cavaretta
11

NEITHER TRADITION NOR NOVELTY elone suHices, st!esses Mexican novelist Cerlos Fuentes during his talk lest mght
at Woodwerd Hall.
11
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by United Press International

Wire Report
bv President Jose Lopez Portillo.
·The decree was published in the
Federal Registry and will take effect
Wednesday. H states that additions
to the new law many be issued at any
time.
A I 2-mile-wide band inside the
border will be exempt from many
prnvisions of the exchange contmls,
though import restrictions affect the
area.
Tourists crossing the border but
not venturing more than 12 miles
into the country are not required. t.o
register their money. Any other vrsttor must register all funds he brings
into Mexico.
The decree says the Commerce
Ministry soon will list basic commodities that border merchants can
Import, receiving dollars for their
purchases at the low rate of 49 pesos
to the dollar. The government fixed
rate for other exchanges is 70 pesos
per dollar.
It said all imported goods,
whether basic commodities or other
items. must be priced in pesos, outJawing a. common practice of labeling merchandise with dollar prices.
The border shops still can recci ve
dollars from tourists who do not
have pesos for their purchases, but
shopowners must sell all dollars to
government banks within one day of
receiving them.

Princess Grace
dies from injuries
MONTE CARLO, MonacoPrinces:. Grace of Monaco, the former film star Grace Kelly of Phi·
)adelphia, died at 4:30 p.m., a
palace spokesman said.
The spokesman, George L.ukomski, said the princess died of a cerebral hemorrhage,
The wife of the ruler of Monaco,.
Prince Rainier IIJ, suffered a broken
right thi~hbonc, collarbone and ribs
Monday when the car she was dnving went out of control, plunged
down a 45-foot embankment and
burst into flames. Earlier Tuesday.
ohe had been reported "suffering
greatly'· from her injuries.
The princess was injured wh.en
the British-made 3500 she was dnving skidded off the road at Cap D'Ail
and caught fire.
Her youngest daughter, Stephanie, 17. was recovering from the
shock and brui;c~ she !.uffcrcd in the
nccident.

Mexico institutes
new money laws

National News

Republic pilot
knew danger

MEXICO C!TY -Tourists
vi;iting Mexican border cities are
nut required to register the amount
of dollars they arc carrying but the
region is hit by strict restrictions on
imported goods under a law published Tuesday.
The :57-page Banco de Mexico
decree put into effect rules for exchange controls announced Sept. I

KENNER, L.a.- Violent wind
and min forced a Republic plane to
take off early minutes before a
doomed Pan Am jetliner taxied
down Runway JO at New Orleans

International Airport, a pilot told
federal investigators Tuesday.
Another pilot complained of insufficient infom1ation from the control tower about weather and problems other planes faced July 9, the
day Pan American World Airways
flight 759 crashed in a Kenner
neighborhood, killing 154 people.
Thomas Owens, a Republic Airlines pilot, told the opening session
of a four-day National Transportat.ion Safety Board hearing he was
surprised by the volatile weather.
''I decided that since I was getting
a push to the right-hand side of the
runway, rather than abort under
those conditions, it would be better
to get the aircraft off the ground,"
Owens said.
"Under the conditions l was encountering, an abort is always on my
mind, but r decided against it.'.
Flight 759 plowed through a Kenner neighborhood during a thunderstorm shortly after takeoff. lt was
the second worst aviation disaster in
U.S. history.
Owens, a veteran pilot, said there
was little to cause for concern as he
prepared his DC-9 for takeoff, and
wind shifts were insufficient to
cause fluctuations in aircraft speed.
But Owens, under stiff questioning by Pan Am representatives, described the battle he had keeping his
plane on the runway. He conceded
the takeoff was "abnormal," requiring him to lift off early in the
flight sequence to get ;tway from
winds pushing his plane to the right.
Another pHot, Russell Fagan of
Magnolia Jet, complained to the
NTSB about insufficient infornlation from the control tower.
"I feel like in this particular instance that we had not received information that Republic had encountered difficulties upon departure,"
said Fagan, who took off minutes
after fliAht 759 crashed.

Irick supports
death penalty

Shroud
research
inconclusive

SANTA FE~ Republican
gubernatorial candidate John Irick
said Tuesday that the death penalty
KANSAS ClTY, Mo.- A should be extended to include cerMichigan scientist who studied the
tain other crimes, perhaps even to
mysterious Shroud of Turin, thought people convicted of distributing
by many Christians to bear the im- drugs.
age of Jesus, Tuesday said the threeln a news conference with Colin
dimensional imaga was apparently McMillan, his running mate in the
caused by X-rays.
Nov. 2 general election, Irick issued
Some religious groups believe a sevenpoint plan to combat crime in
Christ was buried in the shroud and
the state if he is elected.
that it records his front and back
One of the points in that plan is the
images. The piece of cloth is among extension of the death penalty,
the Catholic Church's treasures and
which Irick called ''absolutely
is revered by many Christians.
essential."
Scientists have studied the shroud
Asked to be more specific, Irick
but do not agree on how the images said he would consider expanding
of a body were formed.
the penalty to cover people corr"The images are not fake," said victed of distribution of drugs.
Dr. Giles F. Carter,an archaelogical
"I personally feel that a drug
chemist from Eastern Michigan Uni- · dealer is worse than an ordinary
versity.
murderer because they do murder
"All scientists who investigated people," Irick said. "But worse
the shroud in 1978 believe the im- than that, they ruin the lives of hunages were not painted, dyed, dreds of others."
stained, rubbed or otherwise applied
Irick did not specify if he advoby man."
cated the death penalty for people
Carter presented his research re- convicted of pushing certain types of
sults at the 184th national meeting of drugs, or if it would include those
the American Chemical Society. convicted of distribution of all conThe chemical convention began trolled substances.
Sunday and continues through
l-Ie said Japan has a death penalty
Friday.
law for drug dealers that has virtualAlthough some researchers have ly eliminated the problem in that
proposed that light may have caused country.
the images, Carter said he believed
Although Irick said the death
X-rays are a more likely source be· penalty is an essential part of New
cause bones and teeth arc visible in Mexico law, he said it should not be
the image.
imposed on every murderer.
Bones can be seen in the image of
"I don't believe personally that
the hands, Carter said. l-lowevcr, the all murders should be under the
images of bones were not formed law,'' he said. Crimes of passion, he
directly by X-rays from bones be- said, have always been exempt from
cause the X-rays would have been the death penalty.
too energetic, passing right through
Another crime frick would extend
the fabric without a trace, Carter the death penalty to is rape with torsaid.
ture.

I
STUDENT COURT

SENATE

1·Chlef Justice
4-Assoclate Justices

20 Senalors
3 Standing Committees
Finance Committee
Steering and Rules Committee
Presidential Appointments Committee
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Programs merger to help Hispanic studies
The university has merged its
Chicano Studies Program llnd the
Southwest Hispanic Research Institute (SHRI) in a move to make a new
Hispanic study service possible.
Their 13-member board will meet
today for the first time since the two
programs were combined July l.
The role of the board, as well as
future plans academically and in research, will be discussed. The meeting will be at Student Services, 1815
Roma, at 3 p.m.
The institute is newly housed in
the second floor of the UNM Faculty
Club building. Previously, Chicano
Studies was in Marron fhll !lnd

SHRI shared space with the Latin
American Institute.
Director Jose Rivera of the SHRI
said that Tobias Duran. who had
been coordinator of Chicano Studies, will do the same job llS Sl-IRI
academic coordinator. He explained
that combining the two offices was a
cost-effective way of making resources available to operate a clearing house for research in SpanishAmerican topics.
The clearing house portion of the
institute will collect and disseminate
information on funding opportunities for faculty and departmental re·
search on Hispanic topics. Clearing

lip~er~ee
Arrlfourrcemtnts In Lip Strv~ Will
ntll tlrr day
btfort the n'tnl llfld 1~ day of tift nwrt on a SJHI~
nQ//obte bfuh. Lip &rvlu Is awrilablt to IJI/ non~
JNO/it organ}~tJons. Forms jor Lip ~fer can be
pldccd up ·In Marron Hall, I'(H)m IJIJ DIU/ must !»
tumtdln bj2 p.m. lh~dflyprlortopublitallon.

bt

Thursday's Events
The UNM Student Support Support Strvfcet will

feature a variety .of events tOmotrow, 11 Mothers
Without Childre11" will be'heid from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
In tile Wol'ijen's Center. ''Back Exercise Class" will
be" held rrom 12 noon to I p.m. in the Student Health
Center. ~·The Interview: PuttlngltAUTogether1 ' will
be held rrom ~p.m. to4:30 p.m. by Career ServJces In
Mesa Vista Hal12lll.

Today's Events
tu Campana• meeting at ·7 p.m. today has been
moved to the Hokona Lounge. Refreshments wJII be
served,

The New Multo Up.lon o.Jerla Is presendns a
reception for the openins Qf the usoLJthwcst
Expressions" ·Art Show !rom 6 to 9 tomorrow night.
There "Will be rerreshments and entertainment.

"fhe UNM Studenl Support Se"'kt' will sponsor
The Resume: Your Life HistoryonlPages1 ' from2
p.m. to 3 p.m. today as a Career Service, Mesa VIsta
Hall 2131 and "Test-Taking'' at lO a.m. to 10:'0
a.m. today in the University Skills C(nter.

Tbt. Waaon Wheels Squa~Diuttc Club will meet at
'1:30 tomorrow night, and ever)' Thursday night, Jn
the SUB batlrQOm.

'1

'Jht IIMk Studenl Ualoa will have a a:eneral
meeting at ' p.m. tomorrow in the Afro-Amc:rf~
Center. 1819 Roma NE, ne~t to Ule Campus Police.
New members are welcome.

Tlte Pratdentlal Scholan Club will have Its first
meetillJ of .the semester at 2;00 p.m. Ieday In the
Honors Center, west wina of the Humanities
Builcllna. They will be dlsClWinl the 1lc-eti~n of
offic:en and upc:omina events,

house activities scheduled for this
academic year include a research
notes publication and a newsletter,
Rivera said.
Also, a working paper series will
begin with a study on the history and
culture of Albuquerque's South ValIcy. The research was led by two
faculty members from the School of
Architecture and Planning and supervised by Rivera.
''Working papers are preliminary
papers to be presented for review,
comment and critique. The idea is to
stimulate reaction and eventually to
become a published paper," he explaincd.
Other plans underway are for a
journal, research symposia, research paper competitions and visiting scholar lectures. An economics

professor at rort Lewis A&M,
Durango, Colo., Leonard Atencio,
will be the institute's first visiting
scholar. He will be on campus dur·
ing the spring semester.
Rivera spent August 1-5 in
Washington, D.C., examining the
possibilities for research funds from
16 government and privnte agencies. "It was an exploratory trip to
see what programs had survived
Reagonomics, who the directors
arc, and to get the guidelines for
application - I came back with a
briefcltse full of applications and
guidelines," Rivera said.
Privately, the Ford Foundation
and CBS, Inc. may be resources to
turn to, because "they arc now

going through n period of reassessment as to their role in the era of
scarce funding for social and educational functions. They arc separately
gathering task forces and panels to
research and recommend policy
changes in this area," he said.
Among the more promising prospects in the government were the
Office of Policy Evaluation and Research of the U.S. Dcpnrtment (\f
Labor, the Department of Energy
and the Nation:tl Endowment for
Humanities, he said.
The National Endowment for the
l-lumanities (NEH) appeared receptive to a policy ;md assessment study
of Chicano study programs in the
southwest, he said.

Senate hopeful, Bingaman,
receives financial support
D.ennis Pohlman
New Mexico Attorney General
Jeff Bingaman said Tuesday that the
national Democratic Party has
targeted his race for the U.S. Senate
scat held by Harrison Schmitt for
special media coverage, and has
provided his campaign with extra
money to finance additional ads and
literature.
Bingaman, speaking in front of a
speech communication class on the
UNM campus, described the key
role the media will play in his campaign against Schmitt.
Bingaman said his major media

effort was beginning this week with
a series of television commercials
designed to put his name out in front
of the public ;md to demonstrate
some of the differences between his
positions and those of Sen. Schmitt.
Mitchell Fourshee said the Bingaman campaign and that of Salt Lake
City Mayor Ted Wilson against incumbent Senator Orrin Hatch were
selected by the Democratic Party to
receive $91,000 for media time, the
maximum allowable under Federal
Election Commission guidelines.
The Democratic Party's Senate
Committee doles out a certain
amount to all party candidates, but

Democratic financial woes usually
preclude providing the maximum
amount. Fourshcc said that receipt
of the maximum showed the party
feels the Bingaman"Schmitt race is
winnable.
Senator Schmitt will also receive
the $9 I ,000 maximum, as will all
Republican senate hopefuls.
Fourshcc said the ad campaign
will run the full seven weeks remaining before the Nov. 2 general election, and will be geared toward certain blocs of voters where Bingaman's strength lies; such as the
elderly, students and cvironmentalists.

Tbe Gndu•te Scllool will h~ve an ope~ bouse for
studrnu and facult)' at lO a.m. todqin the Graduate
Student office, the Humanltle. Bulldina:. All lin·
deraradllates with perspeCtives toward Jflduate work
are encouraged to auend an4 familt;,rhe themselves
with the program. Refreshments Will be served.

Tbe Lu J..omu Campus MlalltrleJ will spon~or
"Theolo8)' for Lunch" featurins Catherine Espinosa,
a rc:lltc:d school tearller, who will speak on
ustorytellinl ln the Hispanic. Tradillon of New
Mexlco-.1 at 12 noon to I p.m. todaY in the SUB.
room2!0E.

Associated Students of the University of New Mexico

N~w

\\ \'-

SUB Rtc:"•llon and P.E.C will present "The
Visitors,'" a new wave rock band1 from JZ noon to J
p.m. today ln the New Mexico Blllroom. Admission
15 fret. 'More Information Is avaUabie at .277~6492 or
Z11-4S06.

i

./

The UNM Student S1ppori Serdctt will j_ponsot
4iT.he Resume: Your Life History on z pqes'' from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. today In Career Servica, Mesa Vbta
Hall 2131 and 11 TC!i_t~-ratlna11 at JO a.m. to 10:~0
a.m. todaY in the Un.lversity s•tlbCCnter.

\(:

~
·.\.

Tilt tJNM Am•teat RHioCIIII willmeftat7 p.m.
today in the Farri9 EnslneerinJ BuildinJ, room 14! to
elect officers.
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Editorial

New Day Runaway House
provides kids with home

"An essen_tial element in the truly literary or scholarly character is a love of the truth for the truth's sake. Nothing but
this passion for the dissemination of sound and true views can compensate the editor for his intense and unremitting
labor." -Horace Greeley (1811-1872)
Three weeks of classes are now
behind us, and I think it is time
our readership know more about
the operations of the New Mexico Daily Lobo.

We are a proud and dedicated
staff here in Marron Hall138.1t is
important to remember we are
all students, and our work with
the Daily Lobo is an integral part
of our educational experience,
espAcially for those of us who are
journalism majors. But don't let
our"student" label fool you. The
editor has spent several months
assembling an extremely competent, well-experienced, and
very aggressive team.
In the short period this staff
has been publishing, we have
had many successes. We are the
first student paper in this State to
join the New Mexico Press A~soelation. Naturally we want to
offer journalistic competition for
the other news sources in town.
Anytime we can scoop the Albuquerque media, as we did with
the front-page story on Bias
Gutierrez, we will seize the
opportunity. The inherent cornpetition in journalism is part of
our educational experience. Our
efforts, however, primarily will
be directed toward comprehensive quality coverage of UNM
news.
Since UNM remains our focus,
Daily Lobo reporters always look
for a UNM angle on local, state,
or national stories. We feel our

readership always wants to
know how a decision or action
outside of the UNM community
will affect the students or the
University,
Still we realize much of our
readership will not spend the 25
cents to buy one of the local papers. The Daily Lobo subscribes to
UPI, and we will often run important non-UNM stories on the
front page, Our wire page (usually page 2) serves to fill in the gaps
on other international, national,
and state news.
While we strive for objectivity,
we realize objectivity often colIides wth cornplexity.lt is our reporter's obligation to help the
consumer see the facts in perspective- often by providing
background or tangential information. It is a fallacy to think
that objective reporting discharges fully the newsman's responsibility.
Also, accuracy of fact doesn't
always guarantee accuracy of
meaning.Trueaccuracyisaproduct not only of literal fact but
also of balance. We hope to
selectandarrangethesignificant
facts in appropriate fashion and
quantity so our readers can reconstruct the main lines of the
news events and put them into
meaningful perspective.
How does the Daily Lobo decide what is news? No responsibility in any news medium is as

heavy as that of the editor who
makes news decisions. At the
Daily Lobo we have three desk
editors (news, sports, and arts)
who evaluate the significance
and appeal of a story in terms of
our audience. They work from 15 p.m . Sunday through Thursday
and are the individuals you may
wish to contact with story ideas.
None of our desk editors have
a sign above their desk which
reads "Components of News."
No precise or codified rules exist.
Journalists are in a no-win situation. There will always be those
readers who feel we are not giving coverage to the proper subjects.
If you have a complaint, write
us a letter. Surveys show the letters are the best read features on
the editorial page. We value letters because they provide a
clearinghouse for diverse viewpoints of readers, but they also
provide us with some yardstick
by which to judge our own operations. With rare exceptions
(libel and obscenity), we print every letter we receive. Specific
guidelines for letters can be
found in the staffbox.
Our editorials are the opinion
of the author whose initials
appear at the end ofthe editorial.
They make a public accounting
of this staff's prejudices, opinions, hopes and hates. They set
the character of the paper.

Jill, a 16-year-old fragile blonde,
has left her father three times. She
was transfered to New Day Runaway House, 1817 Sigma Chi Road
NE after spending a night in a detention home with her friends, who had
tried to break into an unoccupied
house,

Hard as we may try, we won't
always be right in these pages.
But we subscribe to the philosophy of distinguished editor and
publisher Robert M. White II who
said, "I live by the philosophy
that being honest and sincere is
more important than being right.
Although it is nice to be right too.
I figure readers will tolerate your
being wrong, but won't tolerate
insincerity or inconsistency- a
lack of character,"
There are also items for which
we have no tolerance. We will
not be intimidated 'or threatened
into publishing anything. We
hold allegiance only to the principles of realistic, analytic and fairminded reporting. We will give
praise where praise is deserved,
and we will come down hard
when we see injustice, There is
no subject we are afraid to touch.
We trust our readers are grownup men and women who can
bear to hear the truth and know
how to reason from it.

Home for Jill has included a Virginia Psychiatric Center, Virginia
beaches and living with "friends"
she meets on the streets. Jill said a
ther11pist recommended she enter the
Psychiatric Center, but ''at that time
I wa's ready to do anything to get
away from my father," Commenting on the center Jill said, "That
place wasn't for me. People there
had real problems. My roommate
tried to kill herself."

Jill said she feels runaways are a
problem. "There are so many runaways. In one day you meet about 20
on the streets," she explained.

Maybe this long-winded
pseudo-editorial has given you
some insight into this staff's philosophy and approach. I invite
everyone to attendthefirstmeet·
ing of the Student Publications
Board Friday at 1:30 p.m. in the
Journalism Building Room 215.
Most ofthe Lobo staff will be present to answer questions and
discuss our operation with
you. -MB
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"The press is the public's surrogate. If the press is not carping and nattering and asking awkward questions and digging
up scande/, who the hell will do the monitoring?" -James Brady

winning essays in the "Real
Women" contest in the Sept. 13
issue.
The first-place essay is a hack·
neyed, trite and insipid piece of
junk that should immediately
have been disqualified for advocating mindless, brutal, vehicular murder- all this while on the
front page of the same issue is
the tragedy of three dead and
three mutilated students return·
ing horne from the Texas Techlobo game.
But, the honorable mention
essay is a thoroughly putrid abomination. Is a woman no more
than a penis receptacle, as manifested in that essay? Should a
woman be judged primarily by

Editor:
In response to the essays on
"Real Women,'' I would like to
comment on what being a real
woman really means.
On the sixth day of creation,
God created man and woman.
Woman was created as a companion and assistant to man:
being equal to man in the jurisdiction and authority which God
gave them over every living creature on Earth. After a taste of the
apple, woman was subject to
man's government. Man governs woman, "but woman is the
glory of man" (1 Corinthians
11 :7). "Nevertheless, in the lord
woman is not independent of
man nor man of woman. And all
things are from God" (1 Corinthians 11: 11-12). So, a real
woman is not a feminist.
A real woman seeks her identi·
ty from the Lord. "Strength and
dignity are her clothing, and she
laughs at the time to come. She
opens her mouth with Wisdom,
and the teaching of kindness is
on her tongue" (Proverbs 31 :25·
26).
A real woman seeks fruit of the

ings have been reconvened for
various reasons and matters.
Topics for discussion may have
been forgotten, left out, overlooked or may demand more
attention and discussion.
Secondly, LeDay failed to
point out in the article that he
resented not being approached
on the contents of the resolution.
As senators, we are responsible
for familiarizing ourselves with
all legislation that comes before
the Senate before we enter our
weekly meeting. The resolution
in question had been distributed
to each senator approximately
one-and-a· half to two weeks before its discussion on the Senate
floor. Consequently, there was
ample time for every senator to
research and question its content thoroughly.
The purpose of a resolution is
to express the intent and feelings
of the Senate. A resolution has

what is between her legs rather
than by what is in her head?
What has happened to the
concept of "lady," that is, more
than simply a female, biologically? A "lady" has charm, poise, an.
inner beauty that radiates, is intelligent and has sufficient pride
in her femininity and her body
not to indiscriminately throw it
around like a two-bit whore.
Ladies of UNM should react
vociferously to those vile essays,
lest they find themselves reduced to those standards.
A printed apology by the negligent editors responsible for this
fiasco might be a good start.
Sidney Licht

President pro-tempore corrects
outraged student senator
Editor:
It is a crying shame that this
letter of corrections and positiv·
ism will never make the front
page as did the article regarding
ASUNM Senator LeDay's criticism of a student senate resolution that headlined Monday's
edition of the Daily Lobo. But for
those students who take the time
to read the editorial page, I
would like to clear up a few
points that were incorrectly
made.
First of all, the reconvening of
Wednesday's ASUNM Senate
meeting was not an unethical
and deliberate move by ASUNM
leadership. The motion to reconvene was made by a fellow sen a·
tor- not by or through the
urgings or insistence of the
ASUNM president or vice president. Tliis action was by nd
means unethical or illegal.
Several times in the past, meet·

reached its fullest effect when it
passes unanimously. When one
individual has done as much for
22,000 plus students as has state
Senator Rutherford, the very
least the students of UNM and
the ASUNM Senate can do is express their gratitude in the form
of a resolution. LeDay claimed he
had no problems with the con·
tent of the resolution, just the
"political reasons" behind it. 1
fail to see how a piece of paper
with nice Words and a list of
senators' names can further anyone's political career. No one,
not even LeDay, can deny
Rutherford the appreciation, gratitude and thanks owed to him
for all his accomplishments that
have benefited UNM students.
Kim Rogers
ASUNM President ProTempore

When economic times are poor
more children are needing to get out
of bad family situations, Vallejos
said. While New Day services runaways, it also provides shelter for
other problem children ages 12
through 17.
New Day deals with five types of
problem children. "Regular" runaways are children who leave home
because they don't like the rules or
curfews imposed by their parents.
Most runaway~ are seeking inde-

Letter
More reaction to ''Real Women'' contest
Editor:
Spirit, which is love, goodness
I knew when I read Janet Brug- and gentleness in her heart.
ge's article about real women
A real woman is sensitive and
that some sorority woman creative, having wisdom and diswould be incensed enough to cernment in her person through
write a rebuttal.
developing an identity With the
lisa Pfannenstiel, if you had Lord.
been paying attention, you
A real woman knows God is
would have realized that the arti- love and therefore she abides in
cle was a satire, not a "rude love.
editorial." I bet you take
LouAnn Martin
"Doonesbury" seriously too.
Part of being secure and proud
of yourself is being able to laugh Editor:
at yourself by accepting a satire
Ladies of UNM Unite!!
as a facetious treatment of
You have all been maligned
stereotypes.
and degraded to a loathsome,
Your defensiveness exposes obscene and disgusting status
your insecurity.
by the sick, sick, sick editors of
John lacoletti the Daily Lobo, who selected the

Runaways are a major problem
everyone em;ounters at one time or
another, either within their own
family, or a friend's family, Ernie
Vallejos, counselor at New Day
said. The New Day Runaway house,
helped aproximately I ,200 runaways in the 1981-1982 fiscal year,
by providing temporary shelter for
homeless youth.

pendence, Vallejos said, but runaways need to be supervised because
they don't have the resources to
make it on their own. "They need to
be in school or get a job. Financially,
it doesn't work out."
"Pushed out" run[! ways, children that are kicked out of their
homes, can also fin'd shelter at New
Day. Other children seeking refuge
at New Day have left home due to
physical or sexual abuse. Some parents voluntarily bring in their
offspring to give each other space
and time to work out problems. New
Day also handles special crisis problems. One crisis occured when. New
Day had to track down the parents of
two Belen twins who ran away and
returned home to discover their parents had moved.
Our objective is to get families
back together by targeting their
problems and opening comunication, Vallejos said. Problems are
targeted and solved through individual, group and family
counseling.
New Day legally needs parental
consent to shelter runaways. Runaway's parents must be notified
within 24 hours if the parents reside
in Albuquerque, 48 hours if they live
in New Mexico and 72 hours if they
are from out of state.
When contacted about a runaway,
most parents are relieved and ready
to try and work things out, Vallejos
said. But some parents feel they
have a manipulative child and immediately take the child back home,
refusing the family counseling
offered at New Day. We usually try
and follow-up to detect abuse when
kids are taken home immediately,
Vallejos said.
Half of the children New Day
helps return to their families while
the other half go to social service
agencies, group homes, relatives or
the streets.

Vallejos discussed one boy who
he turned away when he caught him
smoking pot. "He's a good kid, but
he just gottumed around and I had to
'slap his hands'." Vallejos gave him
the address of the only other runaway house in New Mexico, the
Am.istad Runaway Facility, 2929
Barcelona Road SW. "I hope he
doesn't ge( turned around by the
street people he met," Vallejos
added.
Runaways are susceptible to
street people because they like to
party. The drinking and smoking involved in street life is seen deceptively as a happy-go-lucky existence
by most runaways, Vallejos said.
The problems of runaways need
to be opened to the public so they
know it exists. Also parent's need to
realize it's "okay" to say "I do have
a runaway and I do need help," ValJoo Cavaroua
lejos said. •'There is a stigma about
having a runaway. People think you SHELTER is provided for young runaways like thfJse at the
are not raising your child right, but New Day House in Albuquerque.
that is not necessarily true."

Vets Organization helps all
UNM Student Veteran's organization is not just for veterans.
The group gives special attention
to problems encountered by veterans, but it does not limit itself to
veteran affairs, the club president
said.
Non-veterans are eligible to join
and last year 40 percent of ihe 160
members were non-veterans, president Pepe Uguarte said,

The group also acts as a referral
service for veterans at UNM. "We
can point them in the right direction
if they have questions about something such as financial aid,''
Uguarte said.
A newly-fanned Veteran Benefits
Watchdog Committee monitors congressional voting on legislation that
affects veterans, Uguarte said.
Another project the Student
Veterans took part in this summer
The group participates in charity was assisting the local Paralyzed
funduaisers in intramural s and in a Veterans of America chapter in renvariety of social activities, Uguarte novating a house to accomadate paraly;zed veterans.
said.

Anyone wanting more infonnation on the Studellt Veterans should
call 277-35!4.

$5 REWARD!
For the best news tip of
the week. Soun:es will be
held strictly confidential.
ContBct Eve Cress, News
Editor, at 211-5656.
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The Associated Students of the University of New Mexico

Wish To Express Their
Thanks to State Senator

Tom Rutherford
For His Continual Support
to the U'niversity and its Students

By a resolution passed in the Student Senat~, Wednesday, Sept. 15,
1982 is hereby called Tom Rutherford Day. At 11:00 a.m. Senator
Rutherford will attend the GSA open house. The campus community is
invited to meet with Sen. Rutherford from 2:00 to 3:00pm in the North
Ballroom of the. SUB. Light refreshments to be served. A presentation
will be made at the 4:30 pm Senate meeting to which the' public is
invited in SUB 250.
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BUMMER'S
Gifts & Video Games

••

Good for 1 FREE Transfer
with the purchase of a T-shirt
OR 2 FREE Plays on your
favorite Video Game.
8 Tokens $1 All Day with this coupon
In the south San Pedro Shopping vmage

•
•

e•e

925 San Pedro South 255-0795

•
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This is National Hispanic Heritage Week, and KUNM is participat~
ing with special programming,
which will include coverage of
celebrations in major U.S. cities
Saturday afternoon.
"Nuestra Onda, Our Wave," is a
series of short programs which explore a variety of musical styles. The
series is produced by long-time
KUNM volunteer E<luardo Diaz,
and broadcast nationally.

LOOK FOR THE CLOWN

Labor Day Week Bonus!

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale 5E Alb. NM 266-5725

I
I
I
I
I

Bonus to all
First Time Donors
with this coupon and a valid student or milltmy ID

I

offerexpiresSept. 3D, 1982

for Tukak Theatre
and other
Native American student organizations*

FRIDAY, SEPT. 17, 4:00p.m.

Native American
Studies Center
1812 Las Lomas Dr., N.E.
Volunteers Needed
Contact:
Fern Detsoi & Denise Becenti
277-3917

*TV-I, U. of A, SJ.P.I.

A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will. be on campus

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 22 at 9:00 AM
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
•.. You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post-graduate course, which en·
abies you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

Contact the Career Placement Center
for more information:

277-2531

For Free Brochure, contact:
t UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall
Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego 1 CA 92110

lJ9)

(7141 2934579

Wednesday, Sept. 15
JO a.m. Nuestra Onda
Amparo Ochoa - Folk
La Nueva Cancion, the New Song
Movement, is rooted in Latin Amer~

Joe Cavaretta

THUNDERING HOOVES-racing at the New Mexico State Fair drew over 10,000 fans who
wagered almost $1 million Sunday. A $2 bet in Monday's tri·fecta paid $2,672.00.

H 0 rsera c in g records broken;
rains don't turn away fans

!

L----------------~
iva Club feast and reception

The following is a schedule of
KUNM programming for National
Hispanic Heritage week, on 90.1
FM.

I

I
I
I
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· CONTI~CT LENS SPECIAL
15,00 Alergon kit 4.69
Call for low prlc•• on hard,
sOft or s.eml·sott lens• a

KUNM to air Hispanic programs

e

----------------
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Stubby Burkhaus
Racing El'lJert and Big Loser
Hor5e racing at this year's New
Mexico State Fair is drawing fans in
record numbers despite rainy weath~
cr, according to Bruce Campbell of
the fair's publicity office.
Already in the first four days of
racing the total handle was
$3,129,861, and is averaging between $10,000 and $50,000 above
last year each day. Campbell said
new types of wagering and generally
larger crowds are probably responsible, and is part of a continuing trend
of increasing bet and attendance tot·
als seen by fair officials over the
years.
The new Tri-fecta wagering in lhe
final race of the day has kept the

crowds at the track, Campbell said,
and it has been quite popular among
fans. Tri~fecta means picking the
first, second and third place winners
in order in a given race.
In Monday's tri~fectaa$2 bet garnered lucky ticket holders a payoff
of $2,672 for a single $2 bet.
Campbell said the payoffs have
been very tidy sums in the regularly
featured races as well, including an
all~time record daily double cash-in
after Sunday's first race, when the
match of 'Murtette' and 'Fall Command' netted $522.40 on a $2 bet.
Rain kept attendance down Sunday, but still was only about 300 less
than last year's crowd of 10,64 I ,
Sundays are generally among the
best days attendance and handle-

wise, Campbell said. :>unday the
somewhat smaller crowd bet more
than the bigger crowd the year before, wagering $938,658.
On Monday, the fourth day of racing, attendance topped 5,300 and
fans bet over $630,000, Campbell
said.
·
Racing will continue through
Sept. 26, with quinella, tri~fecta and
daily double wagering each day. Big
races coming up include Wednesday's C. L. Madden Bright Eyes
Handicap for three-year-old quarter~
horses, a 400-yard sprint that prom~
ises plenty of excitement, and the
World-wide Appaloosa Futurity
Consolation, the richest race of the
fair with $161,850.71 at stake on
Friday, Campbell said.

rently working on registering and
educating voters in areas of low
socio-economic status.
The New Mexico chapter could
develop into a permanent organization that would work on special interest issues such as labor, Padilla
said.

mittee on Political Education.
Approximately 20 people are
members of the New Mexico chapter and work on a volunteer basis,
she said. Most members are UNM
students, and the group is a chartered UNM organization.

The organization receives most of
its funding from the AFL-CIO Com-

Anyone interested in joining
Front Lash should contact Nancy
Padilla at 262·2629.

PEC continued

Ann L. Ryan

Some shows PEC have planned
for this semester include the group
Gang of Four, Sept. 16, and Chuck
Mangioni in November.
ASUNM Finance Chainnan Jose
Campos said organizations that will
be hardest hit by this year's tight
budget arc the small groups who are
not aware of the lack of funds and
have not sent in their requests early.
"Quite a few organizations have
helped us out by cutting their budget
requests and tightening their belts,''
Campos said.
Because it takes five weeks from
the beginning of school for ASUNM
to get the actual total figure of stu·
dent fees paid this semester, they are
currently working off an estimated
total of $388,700, based on the

A good example of this is Aaron
Karp, whose work "Painter's
Pulse" is one of the focal points of
the show.
Karp's recent work has taken the
fonn of paintings in which diagonal
pattems of color move across the
canvas.
"Painter's Pulse" is a continuation of that series but is larger and
brighter and more dynamic.
One person at the opening likened
it to what one sees when a color TV
has lost its vertical hold and you can
only catch glimpses of the picture
between the lines. It is that and
more.
In what is a color-filled shoW,
Bob Ellis' three oil stick on paper

Wayne Lazodk's series of blackand-white photographs, "Proper
Viewing Distance," is also concerned with sexuality. However, the
subject matter (a nubile girl in a lace·
edged teddy) teeters on the line be~
tween art and exploitation, especially when the girl has an uneaten cherry balanced on her thigh. The symbolism seems obvious and unnecesThere is wit and humor in this
faculty show: Jane Abram's "Sky
Mice I," Carol Paak's stoneware
"Annadillos" and Susan Ricker's
''Open Invitation'' arc just three ex~
amples.
Although not all the works in this
year's show are equally successful,
there are no bad works, no complete
failures.
Such a level of quality is not often
achieved in a show of this many
different styles and different artists.
The selection is to be applauded and
the exhibition is not to be missed .

I

I
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An estimated balance of $58,300
in funds is available for 1982-83
appropriations. Of this $58,300,
approximately $31,000 has been
allowed for Fall appropriations.

1I
I
I

The ASUNM/GSA
Child Care Co•op
needs a house for a tempor·
ary licensed day-care facll..:
tty near campus. For details
call Maggie Wiles at 277·
5934 or Bonnie Dodge at
277-3365 •.

As of Sept. 8, exacily $29,787.65
has been appropriated to various
campus organizations, leaving nlittlc more than $ l ,000 in funds avail·
able for further appropriations until
next semester.
•••••
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1 Gameworld •••
Wednesday
1

Makers of Handmade
lndhmJewelry

1

Flora Purim y Airto Moreira Brazillian Jazz
12:30-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Slice
This program wiU explore the cui·
ture and music of Black Latinos.
2-2:30 p.m. Latinos in the U.S.
A look at the cultural tics and
structures in the U.S. and how they
are changing.
2:30-5 p.m. lli/ingual Freeform
Programming
Sophia Martinez, D .J.
7 p.m. Light That Jazz Lit
Nuestra Ol!da- Paquito D' Rivera
Formally of the Cuban jazz ensemble Irakere, Paquito D'Rivera is
highly regarded as a saxaphone virtuoso.
Friday, Sept. 17
10 a.m. Nuestra. Onda
Celia Cruz - Salsa
Celia Cruz of Cuba, the acknow~
!edged queen of Salsa, she has built
an impressive reputation in this
country and abroad.
2·2:30 p.m. Media Portrayals of
Latinos

An examination of the Latino versus the stereotypes portrayed by the
media.

(3 doors ~•t ot Your Drug~
4306lomas at Washington
265·88<46

2 :30·5 p.m. Bilingual Free form
·
Programming
Emie Maestas, D.J.

Saturday, Sept. 18
9 a.m. Folk Music USA
Nu(!stra Onda -Los Afacranes
Mojados
This group of young MexicanAmericans from San Diego, Calif.,
combine traditional Mexican folk
music with lyrics which speak of the
present in cities and rural areas.
3:30p.m. Enfoque Nacional
In tribute to Hispanic Heritage
Week, Enfoque Nacional will cover
the special festivities in Chicago,
Houston, Miami, New York and
Washington, D.C., as well as the 16
de Septiembre Mexican Independence Day celebration in Los
Angeles.
f424 p.m. Nuestra Onda
Los Alegres de Teran - Ranchera
This group is largely responsible
for pupularizing Nortena (music of
northern Mexico) outside its region~
al borders.
7 p.m. Folk Festival USA
Nuestra Onda- Los Alacranes
Mojados

lobo

men's
shop
2120 Central SE
243-6954

ASUNM Speakers Committee
Raza U nida Estudiantil
presents

Lupe (Guadalupe) Sanchez
President, Arizona Farmworkers

Thursday - Sept. 16 7:30
UNM Kiva Auditorium
$1.00 Student $2.00 General
Tickets at Student Union Box Office

Mexico & U.S.
What's going on in Mexico?
What's happening to undocumented workers here?
And wbat's tiJe AFW doing about it?

Support your ASUNM Speakers Committee

sary.

r------------•l

Roeder explained that the estimated yearly income of $388,700 is
split up between the two semesters,
with a slightly greater pecentage
allowed for the fall semester, since
the Fall semester usually obtains a
grealcr amount of fees.

''

Nick Abdalla's nudes, sometimes
swathed in kimonos or reflected in
one or more mirrors, are pleasing to
the eye, possessing a controlled opulence. "Retlections/Leda's Dream"
(colorpencil, 1982) is not an exception. It is of a nude lying between
two mirrors and conveys a direct,
not cloying, sexuality in clear
colors.

And now that the Southwest is the
second-largest art market in the United States (second to New York),
the concentration of talent found
right here on campus is of even greater value, not only to department students, but to everyone with an interest in art.
The annual faculty el'hibition,
which opened last Friday at the Art
Museum in the Fine Arts Center, is
proof that these artists are taking
chances and expanding their abilities.

amount collected in student fees last
year, Roeder said.
Gallegos said that this figure is a
conservative estimate, explaining
that there arc more students enrolled
this semester than lest, so more
money should be available.

''

drawings, ''Arroyo Hondo I and 2''
and Rio Grande Gorge 9'' arc striking because Ellis has moved away
from the color of his recent San Cri.stobal Valley series.
"Rio Grande Gorge 9" is especially strong- the blac.k Jines
effectively capturing the force of the
Rio Grande Gorge near Taos.

The old adage ''those who can,
do - those who can't, teach" has
once again been disproved at UNM,
this time by the faculty of the Art
Department.
This is not just home pride or local
bias. Names like Ellis, Antresian,
Karp, Hahn, Abdalla, and De Jong
are familiar to curators and collec~
tors not only in the Southwest but
around the country.

from page 1

things as possible, and also bring in
some low-risk low-budget perfonnances. It would be too much of a risk
.to bring in big name entertainment to
make up last year's overspending."

Thursday, Sept. 16
10 a.m. Nuestra Onda

Faculty art exhibit
has Southwest flavor

Local Front Lash chapter
wants increased voter turnout
Front Lash is a national youth
organization trying to convince
young people, minorities, and peo~
pic with low incomes to vote.
"People think they make a stand
by not voting, but they are only reinforcing whatthcy hate," the director
of the New Mexico Front Lash
Chapter said.
The New Mexico chapter was
formed in August of this year because the national Front Lash otga~
nization felt Republican Senator
Harrison "Jack" Schmitt was not
representing those groups in New
Mexico, Nancy Padilla said.
The 1982 race between Senator
Schmitt and Attorney General Jeff
Bingaman has been targeted as a
marginal race by several political
groups, she said, and Front Lash felt
it could have an impact.
Front Lash is also supporting the
democratic candidates in the gubernatorial. attorney general and congressional races. However, Padilla
said Front Lash is a non-partisan
organization and has suppo.rted Re~
publican candidates in the past.
The national Front Lash organiza~
lion was fonned in 1968 to confront
the "conservative backlash" of the
1960s, she said.
Youth were agitating for change,
Padilla said, and people were afraid.
They reacted by voting for conservatives such as Barry Goldwater.
The organizers of Front Lash felt
if youth are infonned, they can be a
"motivating force" and work with·
in the system to bring about change,
she said.
The New Mexico chapter is cur-

ican folk music, but carries political
and social messages as well.
Amparo Ochoa is an important fi~
gure in La Nueva Cancion.
12:30-1:30 p.m. -Luncheon Slice
Little Joey Ia Familia
Producer Linda Fregosa examines
the Southwest phenomenon, Mexican-American new wave music and
interviews Little Joe, one of its com·
posers.
2·2:30 p.m. The Changing Role of
Latinas
The role of Latinas today, as seen
by the women themselves.
2:30-5 p.m.- Bilingual Programming
Freeform (DJ 's choice) with
announcements given in both En·
glish and Spanish.

Casey Optical Co.

1

1
I

I

Ladies
Night
6 Games $1.00
5pm·12 midnight

Ladies First
Game Free

i Theee place for Lobo spirits.
II
I
I·1

1
I

I

1.------------·
Gameworld across from UNM

Get into Lobo spirit
this Friday night at
Ned's. We'll be supporting Lobo fans with our 50¢
draft picks all night long.
You can down one of our
hot dogs for another four bits.
And Sassy Jones will be making
music to move to. Sojoin us Friday
night to drink to the Lobos' victory!

Puj:c H, New Mexico Puily Lobo, September 15, 1982

Arts

·
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Oriental song, dance
to spotlight Rodey
The Orient come> to New Mex- costumes arc very colorful, very eleico. On Sept. 20 at H p.m .. UNM's gant and arc based on the T'ang
Rodcy Thcutrc will be transformed Dynasty."
into ··An Adventure in Chinese
"On the Ancient Silk Road" wi II
Song and Dance.''
be the first act presented. The Silk
The Youth Goodwill Mission Road was once the bridge between
hum Taiwan, Republic of China, is T'ang culture (618-907 A.D.) and
nutking its eighth U.S. tour und its Westem cuilurc used by merchants
sc<:nnd appearance on the UNM traveling from Central Asia to the
t:ampus.
capital of the T'ang Dynasty.
Six male and eight female stulknt~ st•lcctcd from I 06 univc,·sitics
The second act, "Folk Celebrain Tuiwan. will perform three acts of tions.'' will depict legends, folksong and dam·c originuti Ill! from
lore. religious ceremonies and
the bordt:r town' of China to the mysterious beliefs in different areas
Ccntntl Plaim.
of Chimt. "Celebrations" will be
In order for a student to become demonstrated by various songs and
part of the troupe, he or she must dances.
first display tulcnt, be recommended
Closing the show will be dances
by a professor. and endure six
months of rigorom twining. Mem- from modem to traditional times.
bers of the group major in every- The dances, "Circling inTi me" and
thing fn>m engineering to dance and "Songs of Youth," arc designed to
arc regarded as a "good sample" of show the union between traditional
the youth in China. Their goal'! To and modem times and the young
introduce Americans to their cul- people's "hope that the world will
become a family."
ture.
"Chinese music and dance is un"The main purpose of the perusual to American audiences," said
the spokeswoman for the Chinese formance," said Tsay, "is to promstudent association. Sandy Tsay. ote international understanding of
"The instruments heard will be the our culture and goodwill between
Chinese lute, drums and a bell. The people of both countries."

Youth Goodwill Mission of The Republic of China.

Big screen animation is back
Craig Chrissingcr
This year marks the 45th
11lllliversary of the animated feature
film (Disney's "Snow White") and
the dawn of a nc.w uge of animatton.
Earlier this summer, Don Bluth Productions released "The Secret of

NIMH," a film that brought classic
animation back to the big screen.
Now, Rankin/Bass Productions
continues the effort with Peter S,
Beagle's "The Last Unicorn."
Directors A~hur Rankin Jr. and
Jules Bass also were responsible for
the excellent television presenta-

Volunteer Fair
SUB Mall
Wed. Sept. 15th
!0:30am to 3:30pm
Come talk to agency representatives about many
different volunteer service possibilities.
UNM Student Volunteer Bureau

256-1663 or 247-0497

ASUNM Film Committee
presents

Today's Feature

Reefer Madness/
Coke Fiends
1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30

tions of J.R.R. Tolkien's "The
Hobbit" and "The Return of the
King."
Adapted by Beagle himself, the
G-rated film is a beautiful piece of
art. It is rich in detail that most animated films over the past 10 or so
years have lacked. The animation is
not flat. It is dynamic and has depth
due to the usc of multi-layered
animation eels.
Some of the most incredible and
beautiful animation takes place in
the title sequence. Creatures of
mythology and reality phase into
and out of a lush, medieval tapestry.
The story is an unique fantasy,
written for the young at heart. The
unicorn (Beagle should have given
her a name) sets out to search for
other unicorns When she overhears a
hunter say she is surely the only one
left in the world. A butterfly, who
spouts poetry and songs, tells her
that the Red Bull chased them down
all the roads long ago to the ends of
the earth.
She is captured while asleep by
Mommy Fortuna, a minor witch
who runs a traveling carnival. With

the motto of "Creatures of night,
brought to light," Fortuna has
placed spells on normal animals to
cause illusions of manticores, dra·
gons and the like. She even places a
spell on the unicorn so audiences
will sec an unicorn and not a white
marc. Fortuna is aided by Schmcndrick, an inept magician, and Rukh,
a slow-minded dwarf.
If the story has a theme at all, it is
revealed by Schmendrick, who has
recognized the unicorn for what she
really is and decides to help her
escape.
''It's a rare man who is taken for
what he truly is," he tells her"Tbere is much misjudgment in the
world ... We arc not always what
we seem, and hardly ever what we
dream."
All the animals escape and the
unicorn allows Schmendrick to
travel with her. Thcyarcsoonjoined
in their quest by Molly Grlle, a
strong woman who also recognizes
the unicorn as such a creature. She is
from a self-proclaimed Robin Hood
band that steals from the poor because "they can't fight back."

of

Conceptions Southwest
Applications for
1982-83 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Art/literary Publication)

Godfather I and
Godfather II
SUB Theatre
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Under-Graduates $2.00 Graduates/Non-students $2.50

BUTYOUCAIGET

is now accepting

All applicants must be registered UNM students and should hove
some background In fine art, literature or perlorrning arts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest in all areas of
art. Hours ore flexible, but overage between 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position is non-poyfng and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practical experience con be gained.
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hall, Room 1:31 and
when returned must be accompanied by a resume and a brief
sample of creative or pertinent work.

-----------------------~

"I have been mortal, and some
part of me is mortal yet,'' she says.
"I am full of tears and hunger and
the fear of death, though I cannot
weep, and I want nothing, and I cannot die."
The music, so important in an animated film, is excellent and fits the
mood of ihe story perfectly. Jimmy
Webb wrote all music and lyrics,
and the group America performed
the songs.
Mia Farrow provides the voice for
the lithe unicorn while comedian
Alan Arkin lends his talents as the
bumbling Schmendrick. Both arc
fine for their parts. Other voices include Jeff Bridges, Angela Lansbury and Christopher Lee.
"The Last Unicorn" is showing
at the Coronado 4 and the Cinema
East theaters.

The Advisory Board

Tomorrow's Feature

I at 1 :00, 7:00 II at 4:00, 10:30

The end of the story is somewhat
sad, even though the unicorn finds
the others. In the course of the
adventure she has become different
from the others. She is the only unicorn to have felt regret and to have
experienced mortality.

For more information,
call 277-5656
Deod.Une to return applications is
12 noon, Mon. Sept. 27, 1982

STATE FAIR
SALE
All Clothing
and Shoes'

20% Off
9·15 to 9-26
Sale prices also
effective at

The Rose in
The Galerla ·

Foot Locker
All Stores

M .& _W Spo~lng Goods
<

Albuquerque, NM

Gardenswattz Spotts
Albuquerque, NM.
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Lobo DBs an

go~d

ing Tech quarterback Jim (-hlrt
enough time to set up many successfull passing strikes.
McMahon said the non ·~onfcr
ence win ww, a good one for team
morale and for the footbull program.
.. Most important of all it was a

Gt•orgt• P. Chavez
LINM'., 14-0 victnry over Texas
Tl'd! repre~ents the first Lobo viL··
tory apain,tthe Red Rniders nt home
·12 wars nnd the lJNM defensive
'>l'<:on:lary descrVl'S a Jot of credit f'nr
tlwwin.
l'om McMahon, Lobo defensive
hal'hlicld coach ..'>aid the dcf'cnsivc
had.s didn't make any big mistakes
:wains! the Ruidcrs.
· "They played pn.•tty good but
tlwrc·, lilways room for improvellll'lll." lw 'aid.
Thl•rc arc four fleet players who
usually ~tar1 in the bnckfkld. Sopbo·
mor<' Rav Jlornl'crk starts at free
;akty. S~nior I lucy Chancellor fills
rn at strong safety. and sophomore
Nick Johnson and junior Julius
Johuson play the cornerbacks.
TIW'l' four stymied thl! Tech passing.
mtat•k during the game with Hornfed.;, pkking tll'f two passe~.
Before the game McMahon
.\bowed his men Just years game film
when the Lobo's lost 28-·21. He
told them they couldn't ufford to
make the same mistakes twice.
McMahon credits the defensive
line lor putting pressure on the quar·
tcrback ull night long and not allow111

Record set for pigskin ducats sold at gate

hands

TOM McMAHON

great win for the kids," he said,
"Next, a win is always good for the
program."
Hornfeck, 5'10, 170 pounds,is
strpposcd to be too small to play college football but so far he's proved it
isn't size that counts.
"He loves to play the game. He's
a tremendous competitor and loves a
good challenge," McMahon said,
''a player is only as good as he wants
to be," he added.
McMahon was defensive end
coach two seasons ago before being
moved to overseeing the defensive
backfield, a position that would
seem more comfortable to the former recicvcr from Montana.
It's not a question of comfort," he
said," being an end coach helped
me gain better insight into what's
happening up front."
Pack Extras: UNM came out happy and healthy after the win over
Tech. Kevin Ates was the only re·
ported injury with a bruised knee.
There arc still plenty of tickets
available for Saturday nights footb1tll game against Nevada-Las
Vegas. Tickets can be picked up at
Ticketmaster in the Sub until Friday
or at the UNM ticket office until
kickoff.

Steve McPeek
Haiding true to the stntement that
winning is the best way to bring people into the stadium. Last Saturday's
game against Texas Tech had the
single largest dollar amount of tickets sold at the gate, {worth$21 ,000),
in the history of UNM football,

Attendance for the game was
22,720, with 3,171 tickets being
sold at the gate on Saturday.
Jim Thomas, who has been in
charge of the gate for Lobo footb~ll
oames for more than 40 years sa1d
the 3,100 figure was well above the
average amount bought on game
day, which he approximated at
1800.
Thomas attributed the large turn·

The Society
of Women
Engineers

new officers for
82-83 would like
to welcome all
new students to UNJ\.1.

Joe C.:.varena

COVERAGE: is a Lobo specialty. Nick Johnson makes sure
that a Texas Tech receiver doesn't get very far.

New Sports Administration
Gymnast
start
new
program has real possibilities
l>an O'Shea
"It opens up a whole new field of
job opportunities for graduates,"
said Dr. Arnold Seidler, physical
education professor and former
chairmun of the department. He is
talking about the spot1s administration pmgram that has been set for
two ycnrs.
Seidler said a bachelot's degree in
pltyskal education is not necessary.
"It could he injourn:rlism. business.
nwrkcting, education, speech com·
munications, practically unything,"
Seidler said.
Dr. Leon Griffin. chHirman of the
Physical Education Department,
said, "To have a total program in
sports administration, we need to get
the missing link, the internships."
Many other colleges offer this degree but most arc located in the castern part .of the United States. Both
the University of Southern California and Arizona State University arc
interested in establishing the same
type of program, according to Grif·

fin. UNM would like to get one directors ofUNM. "l'd like to open
up a whole new area, a professional
established first.
Seidler said Northern Illinois Uni- sports apprenticeship system,' •
versity is the nearest college current· Seidler said.
ly offering a sports administration
The P.E. Department is seeking
dl!gree.
support for internships from the ceoOhio University started a sports tral administration. "We are aiming
administration program 15 years for eight or 10 internships and then
ago, offering only a master's de- we'll be on the way," Griffin said,
grce. Seidler sees a high demand for
Griffin said that in talking with
such a program at UNM. He pointed schools that have internships cstabout that Ohio University had 360 lished, it is absolutely nccessary'to
students apply and only 25 were talk to the owners of professional
accepted. Only Temple University franchises in person. He said a stugives a doctoral degree Seidler said. dent could then get practical expcri"UNM has a marvelous oppor- ence in all facets of an organization.
!unity to become the dominant col· It would also give the student an
lege in th.c West," Seidler said.
excellcntopportunityofbeinghired.
He th!!1ks U~M is "on the • PatMcNertneyisoncstudentwho
thresho~d of havmg a program that • has completed the program at UNM.
'~oul,d mv?lve ~rofessional orga- He majored in economics and also
ntzattons, mcludmg baseball, fool- worked with the Albuquerque
ball and b~sketball. .
Dukes as an apprentice.
Griffin said he will be meeting
Both Gnffin and Seidler said the
key to ~mproving the program is to with David Colton, new dean of the
s~t up mte~ships with the prnfe~- College of Education, to see if they
sronal orgamzatrons and the athletic arc able to set up internships.

year with new coach

Dan O'Shea
Despite being in a region where
five women's gymnastic teams
finished in the top 10, first-year
coach Pete Longdon expects a good
season.
"I'm hoping we will finish in the
top 12, barring injury," be said.
Last season the women's team was
ranked 20th despite injuries to key
perfonners.
With the "T·shaped" pit, which
will be included in the new gymnastics building to be constructed just
south of University Arena, Langdon
is less afraid of injuries. He said the
gymnasts will be able to work on any
skill, free of bodily injury.
Langdon said the foam-filled pit
wil help gymnasts stay free of fear
and would eliminate the coach's
spot when practicing routines. He
thinks many gymnasts have a
psychological hang-up when they

fortable, tool Call for your filling
appointment today,
More people wear Bausch & Lomb
soli contact lenses than all other
brands of soft contact lenses combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210-Soft Spherical Contact Lens (Polymacon]"
$300-Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism.
(Bufilcon)•
$380-Soft Extended· Wear Contact Lens for

Nearsightcdrrcss (Bulllcon)•
• Complete Price Include" Visual Ahalysis • Glnucoma Testing • Fittiug
and Dispensing of Contact Lens • li1itinl Chemical Cn1'c Regime • Patient
Cure and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Tilx

Dr. Robert H. Quick and
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux
Optometrists
1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020
11toplt• t!ltutralrd ltJII'!t~ ~dl"l'rlllrfllr."lll ltr nOIUt't'i'Uili1ft '-I<'Mlll!lSilfi ~1lMilit't Jj'llll'-'
!\ul t!' II(' wtlm "ht!t< ~li.'r]lht~ ot •w•mnuill(

l!t'll llau.lt·h ftntf Lomh

lnt'fltjl(ltott(•J

have practiced with a spotter and
then are forced to perform during a
meet without one.
Of the new building, Longdon
said, "It will rival any facility in the
country. It will also help our training
and recruiting.''
One problem Longdon sees with
the new facility is scheduling time
for both men's and women's basket·
ball teams and the volleyball team in
the University Arena.
Longdon teaches diving, swim·
ming and life-saving along with
coaching gymnastics. This will be
his first season as head coach. He
joined the gymnastics program dot·
ing the second semester of the 1980
season as an assistant coach.
Langdon replaces Claudia Cagle,
who coached the team since its beginning. Cagle retired after last season amidst the tears of her pupils.
Longdon mght have some tough
shoes to fiJI.

MASTERCARD
VISA
·vou Can receive either credlf card easllyt

Make the most of your good looks with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses.
Eyegloss wearcrs... take your eyes
out of hiding. Feel confident again.
Let your hatutal beauty shine
through. You'll love the way Baush
& Lomb soltcontactlcnses give you
a whole new look on life. And
they're water-<lrop soft •nd com·

Pres, Magdalana Heise
Vice Pres. Gloria Montoya
Sec.fl'rcs. Joan Wilkes
Publicity Laura While

Fees and smell savings account requfred
For free ctelolb wrtle to:
I Se..ro..
f02

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

Kathy Pino

out to two factors,thc disadvantage
of buying a season ticket and the
success of the team thus far.
Thomas explained that the disadvantage in buying a season ticket
is that the cost of a season ticket and
the price of attending all five home
games with tickets purchased at the
gate are identical. If a season ticket
holder misses a game then the total
cost of the season ticket is greater
than if he had bought five individual
tickets at the gate.
But more importantly, Thomas
said, was renewed fan support be·
cause of the good showing by the
Lobos at Wyoming.
"Interest is at an all-time high,
since I've been here," John Bridgers, UNM Athletic Director, said.
He said he believes it may be possi·
ble to average 25,000 people a game
for the season. But he feels that to
average that amount the team will
have to keep winning.
Bridgers attributed this new and
renewed interest in the Lobos to the
team's victory over Wyoming in the
opener, plus the fact that the game
was televised, thereby giving people
who were not much interested in the
team a chance to see them.

Bridgers said there are four
reasons that make season tickets a
good value to fans. First, there is
better seal selection for the holder of
a season ticket; secondly the fan will
always know where his seat is; thirdly a season ticket holder does not
have to stand in line, they can go
directly to their seat; and finally if
the ticket is lost the athletic department has a record of it so there is no
chance of permanent loss.
He added that the policy of having
the cost of a sc<~son ticket equal to
that ofbuying each ticket individually is a nationwide policy and notjust
here at UNM. He said thatthe policy
is the same for basketball season
tickets as well.
The effort to sell season tickets
included making over 8,000 phone
calls to area residents and
businesses, but with little success,
Bridgers said.

The Lobo's success in their first
two games has led to renewed interest in the team, but Bridgers
doubts that this will affect season
ticket sales.

"Lack of winners is the cause of a
lack of support from the general
community,'' Bridgers said. He
added that he knew of no other city
without competition from either professional or collegiate teams where
season ticket sales are as low as they
are here.

Season ticket sales for the 1982
football season are selling at "about
the same" rate as in 1981. Bridgers
said.

The biggest reason, overail, for
the failure of past Lobo teams to be
consistently successful, Bridgers
said. was because of alack ofadequ-

,
Do You Have Asthma? I
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He said the amount of season tick·
ets sold so far is less than he would
like and he doesn't expect to sell
more than last year's total of6,917.

~ We have several studies starting soon that may be of benefit to you. i

~ You will be reimbursed for your time. Please call Marlene at UN~fH, ~

:if 843-2111, extension 2613.
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But the loss could have been negated if the team had averaged two
thousand more in paid attendance a
game, Bridgers said, and he is hope·
ful that this year gate sale~ will .remain at the same level as the Tech
game. which would be more than
enough to cam a profit.
The average attendance for last
year's five home football games was
17,814, this compares favorably
with the basketball team'; 16.547
average attendance, but the basket·
ball team plays more home games
and comes closer to capacity.
Seventeen thousand people seated in
a stadium that holds 30,000 looks far
less than I 6,000 sitting an arena that
holds 18,000.
Bridgers said that he has no plans
to run any promotional items this
year because of the failure of last
year's bus ride • pregame concert
promotions. "Everything we tried
was a flop."

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM

~····~

JOHN BRIDGERS

Tickets still
available for
football tilt
There are still plenty of ticket<
available for Saturday night\ foot·
ball game pitting the UNM Lobo'~
agaimt the Nevada-Las Vegas Re·
bch. Tickets can be picked up at
Tieketmastcr in the SUB until Fri·
day or at the UNM ti.cket office
where they will be available up to
kickoff time.

oo---.....

PHONE 277-5151

UPCOMING EVENTS:

RESULTS
MEN'S TOP 5 IM FOO'I'BALL POLL
1. Lambda Chi "A"
2. Pikes
3. California Kids
4. Rams
5. The Bench

UNM PREMEDICAL,~PiiOFEssiDNS CWB
277-6565
~-:1)!. S.U.B. 24-D

lM PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Scott Sella ofthePlkC!II Flag Football team Ulho
led hl1 team to llldory o11er FAC.

MANAGER:PARTICIPANTS MEETING
(Men's and Women's IMs)*
Tennis Singles
Wednesday. September 15
Putt Putt Singles
Wednesday. September 15

WOMEN'S TOP 5 lM FOOTBALL POU.
1. Outlali/S
2. Trl Delt.
3. Alpha Chi Omega
4. Bouncers
5. PI Beta Phi

{Co-Ree Ims)•
Putt Putt

lM TEAM OF THE WEEK
"The Outlaws'' of Women's Flag Football for
their 36 to 0 lllctory o11er "The Bouncers."

(Getaway!Speclal E11enfl)
Join Wi for a 6 mile hike along the Tree Spring TraH In
the Sandia Mountains on Saturday, September 18.
Entrl1!8 will be taken up to Thursday, September 16 at
5 pm In the Intramural Office. Entries are open to the
public and cost $2 per person.

Mllnager/Partlclpants Meeting held at 4:15 pm In
Room 154, Johnson Gym.

Congtatulations to
Lee Bartlett and
Ellen Lambert. fall, 1982
fac/Staff Tennis
Tourney Winners.

Sept. 16, 7p.m., Ed. Bldg. Rm. 101
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Wednesday, September 15

*AU Men's, Women's and Co-Ree entries are due at the

Kadl Tjelle for her perfonnance at thla years
belly Oop and dive meet.

Pre-Med Orientation Night

s.u.a.

..

Last year the football program
lost money, but this can be ex·
plained by the fact that the football
program has the largest costs of any
program.

DEPT OF NAVY IS OFFERING
$1 000/mo. scholarships for exceptional students to
complete their college degree. REQUIREMENTS:
under 27 years old, 3.0 GPA, one year Calculus
and Physics. Benefits: $3,000 up front and $1000
per month to complete college studies. 1 year
graduate level studies. in nuclear engineering
offered. Excellent benefits.
Call
(505) 766-3895 collect
Representative will be on Campus
Oct. 5th and 6th.

Sponsored by
the Pre-Medical Profession Club
Questions? Call 277·6565
or stop by
24-D

'-lr''
'¥

Intramural Scoreboard

~

Representatives from:
UNM School of Medicine Admissions Office
Arts and Sciences Advisement
(on advisement)
and the
Pre-Med Committee Career Services
(on reference files)

~--·,,"'

......--~Wl~~ilmm

Coming next Thursday
If you think you have problems with the above,.you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

ate financing.
"You've got to have two things to
be successful, good coaches and
adequate finances," Bridgers said.
Attendance is just part of the total
revenue generated by the football
program over the course of the season. Other sources include monies
from radio and television, conccs·
sions, program sales, guarantees
from road games and gifts from
alumnii specifically earmarked for
the football pro,gram.

(Aerobic Dance Clu.u)
Sign-ups for Fall Aerobic Dance Clasllft begin today
In the IM Office. Fltst priority Is given to facultyfstaff
employees. Registration fee Ia $8. This semesters
dauu will take place on: Clus l (Tue & Thtu) 12: 15·
1:15pm; Clus II (Mon & Wed) 5.6 pm: Class Ill (Tue
&.ThW')5:15-6:15pm;CiauiV(Tue&Thtu)6:45·7:45
am: and Clan V (Mon & Wed) 12-1 pm. Classes are
scheduled .f'rom Sept. 20•Dec. 3.

------------------------A bowl of our
spicy Green Chili Stew
flour tortilla & small soft drink

$1.699·19·82

with coupon thru

Frontier Restaurant

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~-------------------------~

l'a~·e

12. New Mexico Daily Lobo, September 15, J9X2
I·BDR FURNISHW'apartmem for rent. Walking
distance to UNM.fnd TV! $215 including utilities.
Call888-3603 e nings & wee!<ends,
9/1$
IIOUSEMA
NONSMOKER. BRIGHT spacious,
near Moon/Menaul. $135 plus 'h utll. 843·7279,
(let~ve message),
9/15
AVAILABLE NOW? MODERN 2 story townhouse
apt; all elect, kitchen, off street parking; new carpets,
paint. $275/mo. Plus utllltles, $ISO Deposit, 3911
Sllveii'S.E.293-5602. '
9/17
EFFICIENCY APT, Ul5 Olrard NE. Furnished,
utllities paid, private. $195/mo plus $50 deposit. Fof
Appqiotment call265·4738,
9/17

3. S~rvices'

. New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or Inore consecutive days.

Deadline:
1:00 p.1n. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
(belWl'en biology and journalism buildings)

Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday

NICK•I,ET'S M~:ET nt the fair. I'll stop by Carrara's
uml pick up some snndwiches and meet you at the
rucc~ on Thumluy-Mury.
9/16
ll}II'I'Y UlllTJI UA V SUNSIIINJo:l Lots of love
from M. Uig23t.
9/17
UNM WATimPOLO CLUB now forming. Call25$•
7726 for lnformuton.
9/21
NICK I WAS with Mary at C.'arrnro's. The pizza was
•cold nnd so was Mary, She's aU yours-Oiorgio
l'llZOolinl.
91 I5
I LOVE YOU Angellnu. So very, very much. Anna.
9/16
A1"1'f:NTION MR. BILL: Good Government misses
good sc~. Love Onrllng.
9117
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
~~

~

UPTOWN DOWNTOWN ALL- Around it's
"Crosstown" live.
9/JS
CONTAcrS-POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on l.omas just west of Washington.
tfn
DANIEL BOON~; & CHARLE.'i Ervin from J.J.
Moped have opened a small shop at t914 Broadway
N.E. Expert bicycle & moped repair& used bicycles. 2
lni. from cnmpus. Two wheel drive. 243-8443. 9/16
WI> BOT DlSl'RlllUTORS. Prescription eyeglass

frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon StylJs), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less bptlcians,
5007 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PASSPORT,
IDENTIFICATION. 'PHOTOS.
Lowest prices in townl Fast, pleasing, near UNM,
Call 265·1323 or.come to 123 Welletley S.E. Corner
Silver,'
'
tfn
llJVORCE AND PERSONAL Growth Seminar
begins Sept. 21 7:30-9:3.0pm for two Tuesdays. C'all
298-8034; 266-3421'
'
9/20
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterlli74tlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
FAT IS A Femlnlft Issue. Groups forming now. Call
281-179$.
•
9/24
VOLUNTlfER •'AIR WEDNESDAY September lSth
l0:30anl to 3:30pm. SUB mall. Talk to agency
representavve about volunteer service Qpportunitles
orcall25t>:l663.
·
•
9/JS
ESSAY~!! TO WRIT~ Steve's essay service can solve
9/17
your problems, 242·7143. ,_

f-·

ij

Hd.

Rates:

1. Personals

TYPING, MATUI{E, EXPERIENCED. 85 wpm
pica. Also will type (transcribe) your dictated cassette
tapes. Home part-time at 242-9551.
9/15
TYPING 242· 757(1,
10/12
WINQSURFER G:ERTIFIED LESSONS from
Windsurfer Certified lnmuctors, 'Equipment
i
9/17
provided. 265-6048.
CfUIT.\R LESSONSI INST,RUI"£NTS, tepalrs and
~entals. MAI{C'S, Guitar.Center, 141 Harvard S.E.
265-3315.
•
1
\
tfn
TYPING-PROF SIONALI QUALITY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto;'TLC at no extra charge. We wllledlt.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy

1156.
•
•
9121
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY, $130, beautiful view,
ncar TVI and UNM. Laundry facilities, Call 2567748. 1313 WellesleyS.E.
9/30
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom, $160. Beautiful view. Near
TV! and UNM. Laundry facilities. Call 256-7748.
1313 WellesleyS.E.
9/30

September 13 .. September 24, 1982

music

I~
I~
!I

sculpture

~

"P
)

~-----------~--,

LESLIE DONOVAN
poetriJ

I1
1
1

1
1

BABETTE BAKER
drawiniJS

I
~

J

$1.65

1

with coupon

tOday 9/15

L1!~...1i!!Y!!! !,lt,Vz~~~~_!·.!J
.

r------------•
Gameworld ••• 1
.

I

1

Reception
September 77, 1982

I

2 Slices Of Cheese Pizza
Be A Large Soft Drink

.

I

II New Game 1I
II e.Tron • II
I

7 p.m.

Performance
September 17, 1982 7:30p.m.

I

I
1
I

I

This Coupon
Goodfor1
Free Game of
- Tron •

I

I

I
1
I

I
UNM I
. ____________
void 9-16·82

IGameworld across from

,

I

.

'!'"' "'
.a

l:t e . Y

•

tfn

1

SEPTEMBER SALE: 10% OFF books ,at Rainbow
Place, your Heights Oasis. ' " Wyoming N.E., 255'
5222.
I
1
9/15
BALLOONS! BALL~ONSI GIVE that ,someohe
special a "Big Lift", Helium Balloon Bouquets for all
occasions-Birthdays, Annlversa;ries, Oet well/ New
Baby, or just because "!love you", 298·5411. IQ/1

1

9. Las N oticias
MEEI1NG7 CLUB7 ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Notlcias,
tfn
ELECTIONS-SPECIAL FOR Co-coordinator of
Returning Students Association. Wed, 15th and
Thur. 16th In RSA Lounge for 9arn-2pm, Terry
Leach and Dorothy Warner, candidates, Dues pald
voters, please, 1
9115
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT· 13 sensational sand·
wlcbes, burritos (Albuquerque's biggest & best),
salads, fresh fruit, chemical free meats. Lunch &
\)inner spctials •daily." The real food specialists",
~ornirig Glory ~afe,2933 Monte VlstaNE 268·7040.
9/20
j

BREAKFAST SPECIAL- 2 eggs, 2 sausage ~tties,
toast & homcfrjes $2.50, free green chlll. Morning
Olory Cafe, 2933 Monte Vista NE 268-7040 "The real
food specialists",
9/20
SKYDIVING CLUB MEETING Wed, Sept. IS,
UNM SUB, room 253, movies, training, and new
members.
9/lS
STOP SMOKING WITHOUT climbing the walls,
Start Monday-be a non-smoker Friday, Money back
guarantee. Call The Last Match 884-9142.
9/20
DANCE IN THE Subway station Friday, Sept. 17th,
featuring ''The Visitors", and Saturday, Sept. 18th
featuring "Fame", 9:00pm-l2:30am. Admission
$2.00·UNM, U of A, & TVI students w/1.0., $3,()().
general public. Northwest lower level, New Mexico
Union.
9/17

J
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UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COURT COST AODITtONAt
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
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THE CATS

13/0_,.CENrtiAL,S~
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8. MisceUanemis

DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT n.search ~eeds
another work study qualified trdnscriber. Must be
able to work fall/spring scmestets. Pick' up an ap.
9115
pllcaton at 1920 Lomas.
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be

SECDNDHAND CLOrHES
NEW li IISED

ANITA HUDLIN BRASHEAR

~-VER'kSE YO\IR o'D"' j th Dail L0 b0 '

..., .

'I

6. Employment,

HOUSE FOR SALE Valley Comforts 7 mlns. from
UNM l600sq.ft. 3 bdrm. I bath. FF and basement. $60's assumable loan and negotiable terms, 344-6218
weekends, 1·327·6403 weekdays.
9J'20
LIVE CHEAPER NOW· sell on 8£aduatlon, 2 bdr.
House w/triplex, low down, no quailfylng 881·9p04.
9/20
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dor<Jihy 265-9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
THE CITADEL·ikJPERB l~atlon near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. l S20 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N,E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities jlald, SI2S security deposit. Fuliy
fumlshed·securlty locks and. laundry faclli.iles. Net
children or pets. Please call before 6:10 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfu.
FOR SALE IN the UNM area-l knllll'the91111f."i~
cluding nn inexpensive townhousc;..,lth low Interest
assumable loan. Call the univtftity area specialist,
Susan Beard, 256-3814 1 w.-r-Hinkle Realty 268·
4551.
9/15

ASA GALLERY

1

;...;.•.....;;;..;f~8.;.V..;..;e~---...-----:--.

AKC GOLDEN RETREIVEit pups. aeautiful
coloring, $175,00. 831-5140.
9/17
1967 VW BUG e~cellent conditon, great mileage, 2984981.
9/17
LEFT HANDED FENDER precision bass with case,
Sunbum with metallic pick guard $400.00 OBO
Adam, 888·3173,
9/20
REO SPEEDWAGON TICKETS $22,00. Call 2928843 and leave message. All calls will be returned.
9/20
1977 KAWASAKI 400CC Mint condition, JAWA
moped, 49ccnew. 243-0JOS,
!1/20
1950 HARLEY DAVIQSON, excellent running
conditon, CJCtra parts, 265-2586 after 6pm weekdays,
all day weekends.
9/20
TEN·SPEED MOTOBECANE nomade man's 23·
inch. $100/offer, 255·1105,
9/20
~C 11 WEEK female Airedale. Price negotiable,
reasonable. 266-8210.
9/16
KRACO AUTO AM/FM stereo cassette player,
(new),$45,00, 294-5418.
9/17
MOTORCYCLE
BA1TEIDES. EXCELLENT
prices. 2S221st NW. 277·3656.
10/8
YAMAHA XS400 1977, e~tras, excellent condition,
$150.247-8273,
9/17
COMPUTER STUDENl'SI HAVE your own CRT
and MODEM. Fall special $714,63 plus tBJt. Reg
$923,00 Call 243-4566.
9/17

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share three
bedroom house. Private; just north of UNM,
Sl75/moplus V. utilltles.265·0106,
9/21
FEMALE HOUSEMATE NON· ~¥"okihg to share 3
bdr, house. 1405 Lead S.E. qall Steve or Emily 242·

M4

7 T

~

4. Housing

CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally,
tfn
FOUND, SMALL WHITE shaggy female dog on
bike path between Un\verslty Ave' and North Oolf
Course. Call Jill, 27V-6474 weekdays 8-4.
9/16

M~~~

5. ForSale

GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles. 21 years e~·
perience, John Mltchell268-0496.
9121
PI{OIJ'SSIONAL,TYPING BY English MA/edltor.
Vast exJ*rien'ce with dissertations, papers. Editing
avallaple. Near Campus. 256-0916,
9/17
GUITAR\ INSTRUCTION, CLASSICAL, other
styles. Call Rob, 86?.3 l 58.
9/16
CONSERSATIONAL SPANISH, I FRENCH,
Portugese, Italian, German, tutoring student
9/17
discount 293·40155.
QUALITY TYPING, ,_0~ Trllfl)woy area. 85
cents/page. 299·13S5.t
12/13
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS 75 Jen!S, Resumes. 299·
8970.
.
9/30
SHAREI'IME SECRETARIAL PROFESSIONAL
typing. 881-3067. ·
9/17
TYPIST. ON1 CA!ii>us. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242\-3093.
·
,
9/30
TYiiERIGHT·PROFESSIONU !TYPING s~rvlce.
1
265\s203.
' 9/16
·
GUITAR LESSONS: BEGINNING: all styles, in·
termediate, · country, folk, rock. Advanced:
flamenco, lead. Call Scott during day266-8479. 9/17
TREE TRIMMING SER\\iCE & removal :Call BUI
266-4425, 2Sp-4586,
9/24
TYPING DONE FAST accurate, reasbnable, 2943127.
10/8
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING;
RESUMES
manuscripts, term papers, also Certified English
Teacher, 29&-1794.
9/17
LASF.RTH!j:RA~Y sgE Friday's LOBO.
9/16

tost.& Found

SCOTT JONES

.

21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Server
5 Horrify
10 Bakery
worker
14 Barbarians
15 French river
16 Kaye of
dance
17 Braids
191nsect
20 Sound
system
21 Krazy22 Girl's name
23 European
25 Chevron
26 Container
30 Mrs., In
Spain
31 Spectacle
34 Of space
36 Goose
38 Through
39 Some Canadlans
42 Black bird
43 New York city
44 Health: Fr.
45 Woolly
47 Pronoun
49 Clutter
50 USA enlisted
men

51 Eremite
53 Red apples
55 Zodiac sign
56 labored
61 Matinee62 Watching
closely
64 Beak part
65 Bovine
66 London's
"Martin-"
67 Limits
68 Assigns
69 Nature

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 - Is it
2 Dwarf
3 Earlier: Pref.
4 Belgian river
5 Lets
6 Blue grass
7 Is fussy;
3 words
8 Tracts
9 " - we
forget ... "
10 Ready to go:
2 words
11 Oppose
12 Was: Lat.
13 Pro 18 Matter: Law

24 Asian
25 Sheds
26 Waterway
27 Coliseum
28 Bookbinder's
material:
2 words
29 Arable letter
31 Soup of a
sort
32 Earths
33 Pacifies
35 Crude ones
37 Killed
40 Native

American
41 Barrier
46 Passages
48 Gauges
51 Slow: Music
52 Fabled bird
53 Rodents
54 Mideast gulf
55 Speech
problem
57 Adherents
58 Italian isle
59 Constantly
60 Notch
63 Cosset

